This paper offers computational theory and an algorithmic frame 
INTRODUCTION
The human visual system is remarkably adept at sorting out the various contrast edges found in images and inferring the surfaces that generated them, making explicit their overlap or depth relations. Often the physical configuration of objects is underconstrained by the limited information available in a sin gle view, and additional constraints or assumptions must be brought into play. Hence the premise underlying all proposed explanations of the Kanizsa triangle (Fig. 1 ) that the visual sys tem must be "filling in" information about contours not phys ically present in the image, based on rules or mechanisms operating with regard to the surrounding cues. The gestalt psy chologists concocted numerous demonstrations involving seem ingly simple figures of this sort to show that a wealth of biases and assumptions engage in a complex interplay as the visual system settles on preferred interpretations [16] . The challenge facing the modern computational study of perceptual organi zation is to formalize and extend the gestaltists' intuitive in sights in terms of testable theories and implementable algo rithms. This paper assembles a computational theory underlying per ceptual organization of occluding surfaces largely from com ponents already existing in prior literature, but argues that the more difficult problem is the design of representations and pro cedures satisfying constraints at the algorithm level. For this we propose a novel approach incorporating several well-known computational techniques including token grouping, graph la beling, the construction of energy surfaces, and optimization by continuation methods.
While many accounts have been proposed for the shapes adopted phenomenally by illusory contours, e.g. [22, 7, 28] , ex planations for why they are seen at all are of two sorts. One class of explanation treats the image itself as the primary object of interest, which it is the visual system's job to elaborate and refine. Accordingly, mechanisms are proposed whereby certain types of visible image events such as contrast edges, contour junctions, and thin lines and their endpoints, cause the assertion of additional events in the image representation such as illusory contours and surface brightness variations [7] .
The second class of explanation, shared by the present work, maintains that illusory contours are only a byproduct of com putations for which the primary goal is to infer 2^-dimensional properties of the physical world such as surfaces, their colors, their boundaries, and the occlusion relations among them [13] .
These explanations observe empirically that virtually all illu sory contour phenomena are associated with evidence of surface depth discontinuities [9] , and they embrace extensions to the the ory accounting for transparency effects. See Fig. 2 . Moreover, this class of theory falls within the modern computational vision paradigm conceiving perception as the application of deeply justified prior knowledge and assumptions about the world to underconstrained input data, in order to infer information not directly measurable. For example, it is widely accepted that the visual system prefers interpretations of image events that arise generically instead of interpretations requiring postulation of un likely "accidents" of arrangement, lighting, motion, viewpoint, etc. [10, 23] .
From this vantage point of seeking to infer physical properties from underconstrained image data, Williams [26, 27] a formulation for "Colorforms"1 figures adapting the classic line labeling approach of Guzman [8] and Waltz [24] , in which the contour interpretation problem becomes one of assigning labels to sparse image events based on two sorts of constraints, physical feasibility and figural biases. More recently, Geiger et al. [6] formulated a dense field relaxation labeling approach whereby interpretation labels are diffused, pinned at the relatively few locations containing contrast data in the input image. Each of these approaches carries drawbacks which are alluded to below; a new synthesis is called for which builds upon this progress. This paper offers a new formulation for the perceptual organi zation of occluding contours. Computational theory is developed that incorporates a richer ontology of image junction interpre tations than previously has been entertained, holds places for an extensible set of weak constraints or biases associated with figural geometry and accepts input from additional sources of in formation such as depth-from-stereo. On the algorithmic level, we employ a token-based representation that is parsimonious and efficient in the declaration of equivalence classes of im age events. The formulation permits information from spatially localized cues to be used purely locally as well as to propa gate globally. Finally, the solution algorithm contains acces sible "hooks" for interaction with top-down or other modules to influence and explore viable perceptual alternatives.
COMPUTATIONAL THEORY FOR OCCLUDING OPAQUE SURFACES
A computational theory for the interpretation of images from the domain of constant intensity opaque surfaces under occlu sion can be decomposed roughly into two realms, as identified by Malik and Shi [11] . Ecological optics is about what can hap pen in the mapping from the physical world to images, while ecological statistics is about what tends to happen. These are 1 Colorforms is a popular toy consisting of vinyl sheets of plastic cut as gra phic objects which are laid out to create pictures. Construction paper is a similar medium. discussed below in turn. Falling outside the scope of this paper, but fully subject to extensions, are theoretical consideration of painted or shaded surfaces, thin-lines, moving surfaces, trans parent surfaces, and lighting effects such as shadows.
Ecological Optics: Junction Label Catalog
With regard to modeling the physical domain of interest and images resulting from it, Williams focused on the depth ordering of complete surfaces at different places in the image as they overlap one another. Here we are less concerned with tracing the depth trajectories of contours over long distances and more with articulating and disambiguating among local image cues. In particular, we introduce in Fig. 3 a catalog of possible physical interpretations of image events occurring along contrast edges as a result of local surface shape and occlusion. This catalog enumerates interpretation labels for three types of image event, the boundary-contour, T-junction, and L-junction.
The most interesting distinctions among interpretation labels arise from generic versus nongeneric, or "accidental," events.
This distinction has been explored at length [18, 4] , and its rig one another, reflecting a transition in preference from a modal completion interpretation to an independent object interpretation.
• Generic surface color. An energy cost Emc (me :: modal completion) is incurred for the assertion of junction labels propos ing occlusion by a surface that happens to be the same color as the occluded surface. As with contour smoothness, this cost is at a minimum when the hypothesized modal completion edge is very short and smooth and increases with its length and contortion.
• 
